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ABSTRACT 

Palm oil plantation business licensing in Siak Regency has not been implemented effectively in 
accordance with the m force regulations (act on fcrestry permenhut, permentan. SKB 3 Ministers) 
especially regarding to the release permission of forest area and HGU permit Th1s condition 1s affected 
by several factors, namely communication, namely the dissemination sy stem and procedure (SOP) for 
implementing the licensing effort of implementation of palm plantation in s iak Regency, Therefore it is 
necessary to take some steps m order to overcome the factors that affect the success of the palm 
plantation busmess licensing Implementation m S1ak Regency, s uch as the increase of soc1alizat1on to 
the target the transformation of the mformation clearly and consistently. the increase of the quality and 
quantity of the implementing policy reform, as \Nell as crafting a clear SOP so that la w enforcement can 
run optimally 
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INTRODUCTION 

Riau Province can not be separated with the presence of oil palm, though in 
this oil-rich region there is still commodities, such as; sago, Palm and rubber as well 
as cocoa, however, oil palm is still being a favourite among a row of such 
commodities. This is quite reasonable, considering the current facts proving that 
palm plantation in Riau is the widest in the country. This sector is believed to be able 
to move the economy of Riau faster. 

Commodity plantations developed in Siak Regency are listed 7 types of 
plants, with rubber and coconut plantations are the main crops, and palm oil as the 
main commodity plantations. Large Private Plantation is the largest structure that 
have obtained permission in the Siak Regency to develop a superior type of 
commodity, namely palm oiL 'Jikiile the community plantations spread around the 
neighborhood and the large plantatons serve as the great plasma plantations. 

The potential of Siak Regency is palm oil plantation with a total spread of oil 
palm plantation area is 217.715 hectares and the spread of oil palm mills is 20 units. 
The production of palm oil of the Siak Regency society is currently 4.227.028 Tons 
with average production 23.697/KgHa. Plantation crops that are experiencing 
increasing significantly are palm oil, while rubber plantation suffering for reduction. 
That means some existing plantation commodities including rubber are transferred 
into oil palm plants. because based of the forestry and plantations data, the Palm 
plants suffered no reduction. 
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